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The fundamental concept behind train operation control in  
strong wind is to compare aerodynamic force acting on the train 
body due to wind and overturn resistance—ability of rolling stock 
to resist overturning—and secure train operation in conditions 
where overturn resistance exceeds aerodynamic force.  In order to 
appropriately issue operation control commands, it is important 
to appropriately recognize the peak value of the aerodynamic  
force acting on the train body.  It is, however, technically difficult 
to measure the aerodynamic force on the trains in service.  Thus, 
railway operators actually use a method of estimating aerodynamic 
force from wind speed values, issuing train operation control 
commands in strong winds based on those wind speeds.

After the overturning of a train on the Uetsu Line on December 
25, 2005, JR East provisionally reduced the standard wind speeds 
for issuing control commands as one measure against strong 
winds.  However, this was not based on technical evidence.  We 
thus developed and put into practical use a new method for train 
operation control in strong winds whereby both aerodynamic 
force and overturn resistance of rolling stock are precisely 
assessed.1)  In this method, we estimate the aerodynamic force 
acting on the train body from the spatial average of instantaneous 
wind speeds observed at the same time by three anemometers 
equally spaced in a 20 m space equivalent to the total length of a 
car (hereinafter, “three-anemometer spatial average wind speed”) 
and calculate the overturn resistance by the Railway Technology 
Research Institute (RTRI) Detailed Equation.2)

However, the method using three-anemometer spatial average 
wind speeds differs from standard methods in meteorology and 
wind engineering.  The World Meteorological Organization 
(WMO) sees average wind speed for a few seconds as the best 
index to estimate the effect of wind speeds on structures and 
transport.  It is thus internationally common to use the time 
average of instantaneous wind speed observed by an anemometer 
for a few seconds as the wind speed for assessment.3) 4) 5)  If we 
can apply our new method to operation control, it could be 

Introduction1
significant in terms of conforming to international standards and 
effective on reduction of installation and maintenance costs of 
anemometers.

In this study, we investigated a method of using time average 
of instantaneous wind speeds observed by an anemometer (“one-
anemometer time average wind speeds”) as a way of replacing 
three-anemometer spatial average wind speeds.  In that, we 
researched the appropriate average time of observing wind speeds 
to use for deciding operation control and propose a method of 
applying that to actual operation control.

Method of Train Operation Control in 
Strong Winds2

2.1 Current Wind Observation System
On individual lines of JR East, anemometers are installed along 
the track at one or more locations within specified individual 
operation control sections.  When the forecast wind speed or 
instantaneous wind speed observed by one of those anemometers 
exceeds the prescribed standard values, we implement operation 
control such as operation suspension (Table 1).  The length of the 
operation control section allocated to each anemometer is about 
2 to 10 km (Fig. 1).
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In order to secure running safety of trains in strong winds, JR East implements operation control such as speed control and 
operation suspension at prescribed wind speeds.  As a method to more appropriately assess wind speed, we have introduced 
to some lines in advance use of the spatial average of instantaneous wind speed observed by three anemometers.  On the 
other hand, in the fields of meteorology and wind engineering, the internationally accepted method is to use the time average of 
instantaneous wind speed of observations over a few seconds by a single anemometer.  If we can apply the new method to train 
operation control, it could be significant in terms of conforming to international standards and effective in reducing installation 
and maintenance costs of anemometers as well.  In this study, we analyzed the time average wind speed observed by an 
anemometer with performance almost equal to the spatial average wind speed observed by three anemometers, and our results 
show that such time average wind speed is the average of wind speed observed for three seconds.
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Table 1  Standard Values for Train Operation Control

Fig. 1  Length of Sections of Subject to Operation Control at JR East
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Equation.  The method has already been introduced on seven 
sections on the Uetsu, Keiyo, and Echigo lines (Table 2) in 
advance of other lines.

While the three-anemometer spatial average wind speed is 
an appropriate index of wind speed assessment, it differs from 
methods using one-anemometer time average wind speed that 
are common in the fields of meteorology and wind engineering.  
Furthermore, the three-anemometer method needs three 
anemometers for one observation point, so it still has room for 
improvement.

In light of this background and situation, we statistically study 
in the following chapters the appropriate average measurement 
time of one-anemometer time average wind speed to be applied to 
train operation control using test data.  For the current situation 
and issues of the overturn resistance assessment method using 
the RTRI Detailed Equation, please refer to the special article 
“Introduction of New Methods for Train Operation Control in 
Strong Winds” in this issue of JR East Technical Review.

Analysis of Appropriate Average Time3
For analysis, RTRI provided us with data of aerodynamic 
force and wind direction/speed measurement tests using a 
full-scale vehicle model carried out in Shimamaki Village, 
Hokkaido Prefecture from December 2001 to March 2004.8)  As 
aerodynamic force acting on a vehicle model could be measured 
in experiments, we compared actual aerodynamic force using 
aerodynamic force estimated from the three-anemometer spatial 
average wind speed and the one-anemometer n-second average 
wind speed (several examples of average time of n seconds were 
set) to find out the time average wind speed that could match  
the measured data well.

3.1 Data Used in Analysis
Measurement items used in analysis were wind direction, wind 
speed, atmospheric pressure, temperature, and aerodynamic force 
(lateral force), and the sampling frequency was 10 Hz.  Fig. 3 and 
4 show the measurement environment.  A model of a single-line 
viaduct and a full-scale vehicle model were situated at a right 
angle to the main wind direction on level ground facing the Sea 
of Japan (Fig. 3 (a)).  RTRI measured wind direction and speed 
using vane anemometers and aerodynamic force using load cells*.  
Three vane anemometers were placed 20 m from the lead car 
at a right angle to the track at a height of 10 m and an interval 
of 10 m (Fig. 4 (a)).  Four load cells were placed between the 
viaduct and the vehicle (Fig. (b)).  We considered the horizontal 

Anemometers are installed at locations where strong winds 
are assumed to often occur in the operation control sections.  
They are also installed where large aerodynamic force is assumed 
to act on trains due to strong winds, such as on embankments 
and bridges with large girder height.  Anemometers are usually 
set up at 5 m above the rail surface.  Wind speeds are output 
every 0.5 seconds based on the rotation speeds of cups of cup-
type anemometers.

2.2  Background of Switch from Average Wind Speed to 
Instantaneous Wind Speed

Up until about 30 years ago, stations without anemometers visually 
measured wind speed (equivalent to modern average wind speed) 
according to the wind force scale by the Japan Meteorological 
Agency (JMA).  Operation control was thus implemented on 
the basis that wind speeds specified in standards were average 
wind speeds, and instantaneous wind speeds measured with 
anemometers were also converted into time average wind speeds 
for 10 minutes for actual use.  In the process of deliberation by 
the Amarube Accident Technical Investigation Committee to 
identify the cause of the derailment and fall of a train from the 
Amarube bridge on the San’in Line on December 28, 1986,6) 
it was decided that operation control should be based on 
instantaneous wind speed instead of average wind speed.  That 
decision was made because it was revealed in the investigation 
that instantaneous wind speed greatly affects overturning of 
vehicles.  JR East therefore confirmed that all of anemometers 
in its operation area were of a type that could measure and 
output instantaneous wind speed.  And we decided to apply 
instantaneous wind speed measured with anemometers directly 
to operation control from October 1987 on, as still done today.

2.3  New Operation Control Method in Strong Winds and 
Issues with That

With the accident on the Uetsu Line that occurred on December 
25, 2005, JR East took measures against strong winds on all 
lines such as provisionally implementing earlier operation 
control according to lowered wind speed standards on all lines, 
increasing anemometers, installing windbreak fences, and 
employing a strong wind warning system7).  Of those, earlier 
implementation of operation control does improve safety, but it 
is just a provisional measure with little technical evidence.

We thus developed a new operation control method to 
function as operation control rules based on technical evidence.  
The aim of this method is to precisely assess aerodynamic force 
acting on a car body due to winds and the overturn resistance 
of a vehicle.  In this method, we assess aerodynamic force using 
the three-anemometer spatial average wind speed (Fig. 2) and 
the overturn resistance of a vehicle using the RTRI Detailed 

Line Section

Uetsu Line
Kobato - Uzen-Mizusawa

Uzen-Mizusawa - Uzen-Oyama

Keiyo Line
Shin-Narashino - Kaihinmakuhari

Chibaminato - Soga

Echigo Line

Echigo-Akatsuka - Uchino

Aoyama - Sekiya

Hakusan - Niigata

(a) Observation by one anemometer (b) Observation by three anemometers

Table 2  Sections Where New Operation Control Method Is Introduced

Fig. 2  Wind Observation Method
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element at a right angle to the track of the values measured by the 
load cells to be the aerodynamic force.
*  A load cell is a device to measure load as change in electric resistance using a strain gauge 

and then convert it into weight.

3.2 Calculation of Aerodynamic Force
Measured aerodynamic force FM can be obtained as the sum of 
the values FL1 to FL4 measured by the load cells L1 to L4 at the 
same time.

The estimated aerodynamic force FE is found by the following 
formula.

Here, ρ is air density, u is assessment wind speed, A is area 
of the side surface of the car body, and Cs is aerodynamic force 
coefficient.

Air density ρ is calculated as follows.9)

Here, t is air temperature [°C], and H is atmospheric pressure 
[torr].

Assessment wind speed u is defined as follows.
·  One-anemometer instantaneous wind speed: Arithmetic average 

of instantaneous value (10 Hz) for the latest 0.5 seconds until 
the current time observed by anemometer 2 (Fig. 4 (a)), taking 
into account the response performance of the anemometers

·  One-anemometer n-second time average wind speed: Arithmetic 
average of instantaneous wind speed for the latest n seconds 
until the current time observed by anemometer 2

·  Three-anemometer spatial average wind speed: Root mean 
square (RMS) of instantaneous wind speed (0.5-second average 
wind speed) observed at the same time by anemometers 1, 2, 
and 3

The area of side surface of the vehicle A was 51.3 [m2], and 
the aerodynamic force coefficient Cs used was the value obtained 
per wind direction angle in the test by RTRI.  Cs reached its 
maximum at a wind direction angle slightly less than 90º, and it 

simply increased or decreased at angles larger or smaller than the 
wind direction angle.

3.3 Setting of Assessment Time
Fig. 5 shows an example of the waveform of aerodynamic force.  
Fig. 5 (a) is the value measured with the load cell, and Fig. 5 (b), 
(c), (d), and (e) are the estimated values from one-anemometer 
instantaneous wind speed, one-anemometer 1-second average 
wind speed, one-anemometer 3-second average wind speed, 
and three-anemometer spatial average wind speed respectively.  
As average time becomes longer, the waveform tends to become 
slack.

Comparing estimated aerodynamic forces with measured 
aerodynamic force moment-by-moment, none of the estimated 
ones match the measured one.  However, considering that 
actual operation control commands are assumed to be issued 
based on wind speed forecast in advance of occurrence of strong 
winds, and that there is time lag between issuance of a control 
command and its implementation in actual train operation, the 
issue is whether or not the maximum value within the assessment 
time is appropriately reproduced, instead of moment values.  
We therefore set the assessment time at 60 seconds taking into 
account past findings on assessment time for railways,10) and 
compared the maximum values with the actual value within the 
assessment time.  In Fig. 5, the horizontal straight lines are the 
maximum values for 60 seconds.

(a) Appearance (b) Enlarged photo
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Fig. 3  Measurement Environment (photo)

Fig. 4  Measurement Environment (Image)

(a) Aerodynamic force measured by load cells

(b) Aerodynamic force estimated from one-anemometer instantaneous wind speed

(c) Aerodynamic force estimated from one-anemometer 1-second average wind speed

(d) Aerodynamic force estimated from one-anemometer 3-second average wind speed

(e) Aerodynamic force estimated from three-anemometer spatial average wind speed
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Fig. 5  Examples of Waveforms of Aerodynamic Force
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3.4 Assessment of the Maximum Aerodynamic Forces
Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the maximum aerodynamic forces 
within the assessment time.  Defining maximum aerodynamic 
force actually measured with a load cell as the denominator and 
maximum aerodynamic force estimated from each wind speed 
as the numerator, frequency distributions r of the ratios between 
the denominator and the numerator are shown on the diagram.  
After confirming that the line plot of the actual value largely 
follows normal distribution, we approximated estimated values 
by the normal distribution curve.

The one-anemometer n-second average wind speed of which 
the mean value is closest to 1 is the one-anemometer 3-second 
average wind speed.  Closeness to 1 and deviation from the mean 
value of the one-anemometer 3-second average wind speed and 
those of the three-anemometer spatial average wind speed are 
nearly equal.  The mean values of one-anemometer instantaneous 
wind speed, one-anemometer 1-second average wind speed, and 
one-anemometer 2-second average wind speed are larger than 
1, and that of one-anemometer 4-second average wind speed is 
smaller than 1.

Those findings revealed that one-anemometer 3-second average 
wind speed is appropriate for estimating the maximum value of 
measured aerodynamic force and it has almost equal performance 
to that of three-anemometer spatial average wind speed.

3.5 Assessment of Safety and Stability
3.5.1 Assessment Method
In train operation, it is important to implement operation as 
stably as possible after securing required safety.  We thus made 
more realistic assessment in terms of safety and stability than 
covered in the previous section.

We quantified as follows safety as the loss function L1 and 
stability as the time exceeded T1.  Here, the measured aerodynamic 
force is FM, the assessment threshold value of aerodynamic force 
is FD, and the estimated aerodynamic force is FE.  FD is set as the 
aerodynamic force a car body receives due to wind of 20 m/s 
wind speed (wind speed at which JR East implements speed 
control in early control).

When FM ≥ FD and FE < FD, the loss function L1 is expressed by 
the following formula.

Time exceeded T1 is the sum of the time when FE ≥ FD.

Fig. 7 shows an image of calculation of loss function L1 and 
time exceeded T1.  The time at which FM exceeds FD is indicated 
as 1 to 5.  At 1 to 3, the data is acquired because FE is larger than 
FD, so, we do not calculate the loss function.  At 4 and 5, the 
data is overlooked because it FE is less than FD, so we calculate 
the square of the difference between FM and FD.  The reason for 
using the square is to express that leeway should be given for 
minor overlooking while major overlooking should be heavily 
penalized.  The definitional equation is based on the investigation 
method in the development of a strong wind warning system.7)

3.5.2 Assessment Results
Fig. 8 shows the relationship between safety and stability 
according to difference in average time.  Here, loss function L1 
and time exceeded T1 are represented as the loss function ratio 
and the time exceeded ratio respectively, i.e., the percentage to 
the value estimated by the three-anemometer spatial average 
wind speed.

Loss function by one-anemometer n-second average wind speed

Loss function by three-anemometer spatial average wind speed

Time exceeded by one-anemometer n-second average wind speed

Time exceeded by three-anemometer spatial average wind speed

Loss function ratio

Time exceeded ratio

As average time increases, the loss function ratio increases 
and time exceeded ratio decreases.  The condition under which 
both are a little smaller than 100% is 3-second averaging.  In our 
assessment results, the wind speed that has performance almost 
equal to that of three-anemometer spatial average wind speed was 
one-anemometer 3-second average wind speed.

3.6 Appropriate Average Time
Investigations in both 3.4 and 3.5 clarified that wind speed with 
performance almost equal to that of three-anemometer spatial 
average wind speed is one-anemometer 3-second average wind 
speed.  For this reason, we believe that applying one-anemometer 
3-second average wind speed to train operation control is 
reasonable.  The average time of 3 seconds agrees with the 
instantaneous wind speed that WMO and JMA adopt.
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Fig. 7  Image of Loss Function and Time Exceeded

Fig. 8  Safety and Stability According to Average Time

Fig. 6  Ratio Between Maximum Values of Measured and Estimated 
Aerodynamic Force (marks ■  are occurrence frequency at r ±0.025)
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Analysis of Appropriate Wind Speed 
Estimation Parameters4

We confirmed in the previous chapter the results that wind 
speed appropriate for use in train operation control is one-
anemometer 3-second average wind speed.  In this chapter, we 
analyze appropriate wind speed estimation parameters the strong 
wind warning system reasonable when that wind speed is applied 
to actual operation control.

4.1 Outline of the Strong Wind Warning System
The strong wind warning system is a system to predict the 
maximum wind speed values a few minutes or tens of minutes 
into the future by time series analysis.  The estimation flow can 
be briefly explained as follows.
(1)  Convert the wind speed data by 2 Hz sampling into data 

in 3-minute increments where the maximum values for each 
three-minute period are extracted.

(2)  Based on calculation of trend values of maximum observation 
values for 3-minute periods, predict the trend values for the 
prediction time (Fig. 9).

(3)  Defining the difference between the observation value and the 
trend value for the past 50 points (2 hours and 30 minutes) 
as prediction error, figure out standard deviation σ of the 
prediction error.

(4)  Output the wind speed upper limit by adding μσ to the 
predicted trend value (Fig. 10).  Here, μ is the wind speed 
prediction parameter.  It is currently fixed at μ = 0.9 according 
to the investigation at the introduction of the system.

In this analysis, we consider appropriate wind speed 
estimation parameter μ for the introduction of one-anemometer 
3-second average wind speed.

4.2 Assessment of Wind Speed Estimation Parameter
4.2.1 Assessment Method
As done at the introduction of the strong wind warning system, 
we made an assessment using loss function L2 and time exceeded 
T2 quantified as follows respectively.  Here, uE is estimated wind 
speed, uD is control wind speed, and uM is measured wind speed.

At the current time (Period 0), when uE < uD and at the time 
in the prediction time (Period p) when uM ≥ uD, loss function L2 
is expressed as follows.

Time exceeded T2 is the sum of the time when uE ≥ uD.

Fig. 11 shows an image of the calculation method of the 
loss function.  When uM exceeds uD within the prediction time 
(Period p) even when uE is less than uD at the current time 
(Period 0), calculate the loss function as prediction being off 
target.

4.2.2 Data Used in Analysis
In analysis, we used wind speed data observed on the four sections 
of the Uetsu and Keiyo lines where the new operation control 
method was implemented in advance of other lines and on a 
section of the Joban local line where field tests were conducted 
(Table 3, Fig. 12).  We also used 48 cases of strong wind observed 
from December 2011 to November 2012.

Line Section Number of points 
with anemometer Landform

Uetsu Line
Kobato - Uzen-Mizusawa 2 Mountainous

Uzen-Mizusawa - Uzen-Oyama 2 Bare land

Keiyo Line
Shin-Narashino - 
Kaihinmakuhari 1 Elevated 

section
Chibaminato - Soga 1 Elevated 

section
Joban local 

line Kanamachi - Matsudo 1 Embankment
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Current
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Fig. 10  Calculation of Wind Speed Upper Limit

Fig. 11  Image of Loss Function

TimeCurrent

Wind
speed (m/s)
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for 3 min.)

Trend value

Prediction error

Upper limit
(predicted wind speed)

Fig. 9  Outline of Strong Wind Warning System

Table 3  Observation Locations for Wind Speed Data

(a) Uetsu Line (b) Keiyo Line

Fig. 12  Three Anemometers
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4.2.3 Assessment Results
Fig. 13 shows the changes of the loss function L2 and the time 
exceeded T2 when the wind speed prediction parameter μ changes 
in increments of 0.05.  As in 3.5.2, the loss function ratio and the 
time exceeded ratio are represented and shown as percentages to the 
values by three-anemometer spatial average wind speed (μ = 0.9).

Loss function by one-anemometer 3-second average wind speed

Loss function by three-anemometer spatial average wind speed

Time exceeded by one-anemometer 3-second average wind speed

Time exceeded by three-anemometer spatial average wind speed

Loss function ratio

Time exceeded ratio

There was no μ with which both of loss function ratio and the 
time exceeded ratio were less than 100% under the same conditions.  
The loss function ratio became less than 100% when μ was 1.20 
or more, and the time exceeded ratio became so when μ was 1.15 
or less.  When applying μ = 1.2 for safety, performance was found 
to be almost equal to that of three-anemometer spatial average 
wind speed, while the time exceeded ratio slightly increased to 
around 105%.

Conclusion5
We studied the average observation time of wind speed reasonable 
for use in train operation control, and we gained the following 
results in this study.
(1)  The assessment results of maximum values of aerodynamic force 

revealed that one-anemometer 3-second average wind speed 
has performance almost equal to that of three-anemometer 
spatial average wind speed.

(2)  The assessment results of safety and stability revealed that one-
anemometer 3-second average wind speed has performance 
almost equal to that of three-anemometer spatial average 
wind speed.

(3)  The assessment results of safety and stability revealed that the 
prediction parameter of one-anemometer 3-second average 
safety μ = 1.2 has the performance almost equal to that 
(μ = 0.9) of three-anemometer spatial average wind speed.
From those results, we believe that we can implement 

operation control at a performance level of that with three-
anemometer spatial average wind speed by applying one-
anemometer 3-second average wind speed with the wind speed 
prediction parameter μ = 1.2.  In the future, we will introduce 
the one-anemometer 3-second average wind speed method 
combined with the RTRI Detailed Equation, replacing the three-
anemometer spatial average wind speed method.
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Fig. 13  Investigation of Wind Speed Prediction Parameter




